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Trƣờng THPT Thái Phiên 

Tổ Ngoại ngữ  

ĐỀ CƢƠNG ÔN TẬP HỌC KÌ 2- LỚP 11 ctc 

NĂM HỌC 2016-2017 
I. RELATIVE CLAUSES 

Choose the word or phrase, A, B, C, or D, that best completes the sentence. 
1. My mother ...... enjoys hill walking. 

A. who is in her seventies     B. that is in her seventies 

C. , which is in her seventies    D. who is in her seventies 

2. She's one of the kindest people ....... 

A. that I know         B. whose I know      C. who I know      D. which I know 

3. She lives in the house ....... 

A. which has the red door     B. has the red door 

C. that with the red door     D. with its red door 

4. Mark Twain is an author ...... I like best. 

A. his books      B. that books      C. the book of whom       D. whose books 

5. The problem ...... never occurred. 

A. I hadn't expected it     B. that I had expected it 

C. who I had expected     D. I had expected 

6. William Samuel Johnson, ...... helped write the Constitution, became the first president of Columbia College in 1787. 

A. whom he had   B. who had  C. and he had     D. had 

7. My uncle, ……. you met yesterday, is a lawyer. 

A. which    B. whom   C. whose      D. to whom 

8. The council is in discussion with Lord Thomas, ...... land most of the village is built on. 

A. who    B. whom   C. whose     D. that 

9. These adults, ...... come to my night class, are very eager to learn. 

A. whose    B. who    C. that      D. when 

10. Regina, ...... you have never met before, is a genius in painting. 

A. that    B. whose    C. whom   D. whoever 

II. RELATIVE PRONOUNS WITH PREPOSITIONS 

Choose the best answer A,B,C or D for the following sentences. 
1. The office ..............we are working in ............... in bad shape. 

A. which - is                     B. in which - is  C. in that - is   D. who - is 

2. The little girl ............. I borrowed this pen has gone. 

A. whom                     B. from who       C. from that   D. from whom 

3. The environment in ................... these animals are living is badly destroyed. 

A. who                     B. that   C. which   D. whom 

4. The knife ................... we cut bread is very sharp. 

A. with that          B. which                  C. with which          D. that 

5. Cathy is trustworthy. She’s a person upon ............. you can always depend. 

A. who                   B. whom                   C. that                    D. which 

6. Your career should focus on a field ................ you are genuinely interested. 

A. in which             B. on which          C. which                    D. that 

7. I don’t know the name of the woman ....... I spoke on the phone. 

A. whom                                   B. who                  C. to whom           D. to that 

8. It was a service ....................... I will be eternally grateful. 

A. in which                     B. for which           C. in whom             D. for whom 

9. It was a kind of computer ................... I was not familiar. 

A. for which                             B. for who              C. at whom             D. with which 

10. That’s the girl .................... Jim used to get married. 

A. with whom         B. with who           C. to which            D. to whom 

III. REDUCED RELATIVE CLAUSES 

Choose the best answer A,B,C or D for the following sentences. 
1.  “Have you ever met the man ____ over there?” “No. Who is he?” 

A. stands B. is standing C. standing  D. who he is standing 

2. The boy ____ the piano is my son. 

A. who is playing B. that is playing C. playing  D. All are correct 
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3. We have apartment ____ the park. 

A. overlooking B. overlooks C. to overlook  D. overlooked 

4. He was the last person ____ in this way. 

A. to kill  B. who killed C. being killed  D. to be killed 

5. Nellie Ross of Wyoming was the first woman _____ governor in the United State. 

A. who elected B. to be elected C. was elected   D. her election as 

6.  ____ in large quantities in the Middle East, oil became known as black gold because of the large profit it brought. 

A. Discovering B. Discovered  C. Which was discovered  D. That when discovered 

7. She is the only in the discussion ____ to using nuclear power. 

A. objects B. objected C. to object  D. whom objects 

8. Johnny was the last applicant ____ for a position in that energy station. 

 A. to interview B. interviewing C. to be interviewed  D. which is interviewed 

9. The instructions ____ by Professor Johnson helped us know more about the danger of energy pollution. 

A. that explained B. explained C. explaining  D. which explained 

10. Fencing, rugby are the first sports……………..at the 13
th
 Asian Games in Bangkok, Thailand in 1998. 

A. to be introduced B. introducing C. to introduce  D. introduced 

IV. OMISSION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES 

Choose the best answer A,B,C or D for the following sentences. 
1.  Do you know the man about ____ they’re talking?   

A. whom     B. where       C. that       D. who 

2. I need to find a painting ___ will match the rest of my room.  

A.       B. whom       C. who       D. which  

3. This is Mr Jones, with ____ I have worked.   

 A. which         B. who               C. whom             D. B&C  

4. The man ____ she is married to is an engineer. 

A.        B. who            C. whom              D. all are correct 

5. I cannot talk to Mary, ____ you met last summer. 

A. which        B. All are correct   C. that          D. whom                  

6. This school is only for children ____  are in this village.  

A. who             B. that          C. which             D. A & B 

7.  Tom, next to___ I sat in the flight from Chicago to HCMC. 

A. that             B. whom              C. which              D.  

8. The beef ______________  was really delicious.  

A.which we had for lunch B.we had it for lunch            C. A-D    D. we had for lunch 

9.  The little girl has gone. I borrowed this pen from her. 

A. The little girl from whom I borrowed this pen has gone. B. The little girl from which I borrowed this pen has gone. 

C. The little girl from I borrowed this pen has gone.  D. The little girl, from whom I borrowed this pen, has gone. 

10. I will read the book________________________. 

A. which you gave me it last month.    B.  you gave me last month. 

C. that you gave me it last month.    D. you gave me it last month. 

V. CONJUCTIONS 

Choose the best answer A,B,C or D for the following sentences. 
1. When I were in Paris on holiday, we stayed______at a hotel _______at a guest-house because our relatives put us up there. 

     A. both…and  B. neither…nor   C. either …or   D. not only…but also 

2. He lost _______his best friendship _______honour because of his stupid action. 

     A. both…and  B. either…or   C. neither…nor       D. not only…but also 

3. We’ve been doing business with ________IBM_______Microsoft. They are our best partners. 

    A. both…and   B. either …or   C. neither…nor       D. not only…but also 

4.  This evening, I______go to library ______come to my friend’s house to study because we are going to have an important 

examination on the day after tomorrow. 

   A. both…and         B. either …or   C. neither…nor       D. not only…but also 

5. _____the director______his secretary are away on business. You have to wait until they return on Friday. 

   A. Both…and           B. Either …or   C. Neither…nor         D. Not only…but also  

6. Both Son and Vinh like English. __________ of them likes literature.  

   A.  None    B. Neither    C. Either   D. Both  

7. Neither she nor I ________ responsible for that. It isn’t our duty.  

   A. are    B.  is     C. am    D.  have  
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8. She _________ hard but also gets on well with her classmates. 

   A. doesn’t only study  B. studies not only  C. not studies only D. not only studies  

9. Not only John but also his two brothers __________ football as their recreation every weekend. 

   A. play                B. plays                  C. were playing          D. has play 

10. All of the students have passed the exam. _________of them has failed. 

    A. either   B. neither    C. both    D. none 

VI. CLEFT SENTENCES 
1. ________ I bought the golden fish. 

       A. It was from this shop that                       B. I was from this shop where 

       C. It was this shop which                                     D. It was this shop that 

2. It was Tom _______ to help us. 

       A. comes                B. that comes                C. to come             D. who came 

3. _______ the police had rescued from the fire. 

       A. The baby                  B. The baby that              C. The baby whom  D. It was the baby whom          

4. ________ my parents gave me the fish tank. 

       A. It was on my birthday when    B. It was my birthday on that 

       C. It was my birthday that                                 D. It was on my birthday that 

5. _______ I first met my girlfriend. 

       A. It was in London that                                                   B. It was in London where 

       C. It was London that                            D. It was London which 

6. _________ on the phone. 

       A. It is his mother whom is                        B. It was his mother whom is 

       C. It was his mother who is                        D. It is his mother who is 

7. ________ a high level of blood cholesterol. 

       A. It is eggs that contain                               B. Those are eggs it contains 

       C. It is eggs that contains                                   D. It is eggs contain 

8. _________ England won the World Cup. 

       A. It was in 1966 that        B. It was on 1966 that   C. It was in 1966 when   D. It was 1966 in that 

9. __________ we all look for. 

       A. It is happiness that       B. That happiness   C. Happiness it is that           D. Happiness it is 

10. ____________ me how to play the drum. 

       A. It was my uncle who taught                          B. My uncle who taught 

       C. It was my uncle taught                                         D. It is my uncle teaching 

VII. PRONUNCIATION AND STRESS 

I. Choose the word which is pronounced differently from the rest 
1. A. satisfaction  B. facsimile   C. punctuality   D.  spacious 

2. A. noisy   B. subscribe    C. service    D. graphics  

3. A. equipped   B. delivered    C. transferred    D. received  

4. A. helps   B.  provides   C. documents    D. texts 

5. A. busy   B. exist    C. forest   D. establish 

6. A. energy  B. dam    C. potential   D. devastate 

7. A. swallow  B. switch   C. sweet   D. sword 

8. A. speed  B. person   C. temperature   D. psychology 

9. A.unhappy  B. construction   C. future   D. human 

10. A. survive  B. service   C. notify   D. particular 

II. Choose the word that has a different stress pattern from the rest in the group 
1.  A. endanger  B. human   C. habit    D. planet 

2.  A. alternative  B. reseacher   C. windmill   D. reserve  

3.  A. uncertain  B. technical   C. attention   D. attraction 

4.     A. psychology                B. cosmonaut    C. accident                   D. national 

5.     A. uncertainty                 B. satisfaction    C. psychology               D. approximate 

6.    A. amazing                     B. gallery    C. investment                D. regretful 

7.         A. alternative                  B. geothermal                              C. environment             D. expensive 

8.         A. solidarity                    B. fascinating                              C. knowledge                D. ignorantly 

9.         A. indulge                       B. accomplished C. sophisticated            D. entertainment 

10.       A. include                       B. survive C. accompany            D. avid 

VIII. SPEAKING 
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Choose the best answer A,B,C or D for the following sentences. 
1. -  “ _______________” – Could you help me to send this document to my office by fax?” 

A.  How are you ?    B. What can I do for you, sir ? 

C. What would you like ?   D. Would you like anything else? 

2. – “Our living standards have been improved greatly.” 

    - “ _________________________________ “ 

A. Thank you for saying so   B. Sure. I couldn’t agree more 

C. No, it’s nice to say so   D. Yes, it’s nice of you to say so. 

3. - “ Do you feel like going to the stadium this afternoon?” 

    - “ ____________________________________ “ 

A. I don’t agree. I’m afraid B. I feel very bored C. You’re welcome  D. That would be great. 

      4.   - What do you think of the General Knowledge Quiz? 

       - Oh, _____________________It’s an opportunity to test my general knowledge. 

A. I think it’s great   B. I agree with you   C. I think it’s terrible  D. It’s not a good idea. 

5. – “ Thank you for taking the time to come here in person “ 

    - “ ____________________________ “  

A. It’s my pleasure      B. I don’t know what time that person comes. 

C. I’d love to come. What’s time ?    D. Do you have time for some gossip? 

6.  “I believe that wind power can be an alternative source of energy.” “______________” 

A. I disagree. It sounds impossible    B. Why do you believe so? 

C. That would be nice      D. I’m afraid so. 

7. “That was a boring book.”  “ ____________” 

A. No, it’s very boring  B. Yes, it was exciting.  C. It certainly was D. I think it will be good. 

8. “ Could I speak to Ann?” “ __________” 

A. This is Daisy speaking     B. Can I take a massage? 

C. Just a moment. I’m coming     D. I’m sorry. Ann’s not in 

9. “Did you hear about the robbery the other day? “ ___________” 

A. Yes, it was great  B. No, what happened ?  C. Oh, no.  D. Oh, sure. Thanks 

10. “What’s the matter with your son?” “______________” 

A. He went to London two weeks ago    B. He’s just graduated from university 

C. He’s got a headache      D. He did an experiment on a cure for the headache. 

IX. VOCABULARY 

A. Choose A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following sentences.   
1. Most of the post offices offer a ______ rate for parcels under 15kg. 

A. competition   B. competed   C. competitive  D. competitor 

2.  ______________ gives energy without  pollution ,but this kind of energy is expensive . 

       A. Water power   B. Wind power   C. Nuclear power   D. Natural power  

3. The heat coming from deep inside the earth is called ______________ . 

A. geothermal energy      B. geothermal heat  C. geothermal intensity   D. geothermal power  

4. The school library is the useful ____________ of information . 

A. form    B. origin    C. position   D. source  

5. The _______ of the Asian Games is to develop intercultural knowledge within Asia. 

A. purpose    B. benefit    C. problem   D. result  

6. The electricity supply has been cut off . 

A. The system supplying electricity    C. The supplied electricity  system 

B. The system supplied electricity    D. The way  supplying electricity  

7.  Human beings are ____________  the air by adding pollutants to it. 

A. destroyed     B. destroying   C. destruction   D. destructive 

8. We offer a speedy and secure service of ____________ money in less than 24 hours. 

A. tranferring     B. distributing   C. subscribing   D. discharging 

9. Oil, coal and natural gas are ____________ fuels made from decayed material. 

A. unleaded                                              B. smokeless              C. solid   D. fossil 

10. Electricity companies were criticized for failing to ____________ alternative energy sources.  

A. develop               B. destroy                         C. discharge   D. protect 

B. Choose the option among A, B, C or D that has the CLOSEST meaning with the underlined words  

1. Because power demand is increasing very rapidly, fossil fuels will be exhausted within a short time. 

A. enabled    B. tired     C. bushed   D. emptied 
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2. Oil spills are having a devastating effect on coral reefs in the ocean. 

A. powerful    B. significant   C. disastrous  D. detectable 

3. Football fans gathered around the TV in the corner of the club to see the final 

A. assembled    B. collected   C. warned  D. reached 

4. Scuba-diving and windsurfing arte both aquatic sports 

A. field    B. water   C. combat  D. individual 

5. Without more training or advanced technical  skills, they’ll lose their jobs. 

A. out of date    B. backward   C. upto date  D. old 

6. Newspapers and magazines are often delivered early in the morning. 

A. offered    B. given   C. provided  D. distributed 

7. It will take more or less a month to prepare for the wedding. 

A. approximately    B. generally    C. frankly   D. simply 

8. Once in a while I visit my grandparents on the farm and stay there for some days. 

A. Regularly    B. Sometimes   C. Usually  D. Rarely 

9. There are many other pursuits such as listening to music, reading, and gardening 

 A. hobbies    B. sports   C. courses  D. decisions 

10. Mike often keeps his favorite sea creatures in a big aquarium. 

A. pool    B. lake    C. bowl   D. tank  

C. Choose the option among A, B, C or D that has the OPPOSITE meaning with the underlined words  
1. The most important thing is to keep yourself occupied. 

A. busy    B. comfortable   C. free   D. relaxed 

2. She is the only in the discussion to object to using nuclear power. 

  A. prohibit    B. accept    C. suggest  D. talk about 

3. Laws have been introduced to prohibit the killing of endangered animals. 

A. advise    B. decrease   C. ban   D. encourage 

4. Solar energy is not only plentiful but also infinite. 

A. strong    B. rapid    C. limited  D. without limit 

5. There are several sophisticated hobbies that require hobbyist a lot of time and money. 

A. complex    B. simple   C. easy   D. pleasant 

6. My uncle, who is an accomplished guitarist, taught me how to play. 

A. unimpaired    B. unqualified   C. ill-educated  D. unskilled  

7. I always remove the stamps before discarding the envelopes. 

A. dispending    B. disposing   C. dumping  D. keeping 

8. He advised me to practise playing the guitar regularly. 

A. unusually    B. commonly   C. freely  D. completely 

9. People in the village no longer use water in that well because of its impurity 

 A. cleanliness   B. pollution   C. contamination D. refreshment 

10. We offer a speedy and secure service of transferring money in less than 24 hours. 

A. uninterested     B. unsure   C. slow   D. open 

D. Give the correct form of the given words to complete the following sentences. 
1. He’s very _________ about  German literature. (knowledge) 

2. The lecturers joined the protest march to show ________ with their students. (solidary) 

3. The study compared the results of mature and _______ qualified student (tradition) 

4. I’m afraid they weren’t very _______ about your idea of going out this evening (enthuse) 

5. People in ancient Greece and China ________ discovered magnetism when they found that the mineral magnetite attracted 

       iron. (depend) 

6. She is deaf, but refuses to let her ________ prevent her from doing what she wants to do (able) 

7. Great civilizations have risen where water supplies were _________. (plenty) 

8. Ecologists are concerned about the rate at which people are depleting such _________ resources as coal, gas, and 

      petroleum. (renew) 

9. Many species of plants and animals are in danger of ________. (extinct) 

10. The search was called off for the sailors who ________ in the storm. (appear) 

11. The _________ creators of opera called their productions drama through music. (origin) 

12. The new organization is mainly concerned with the preservation of peace and international ___________ (secure) 

13. He has wealth and does not want to be forced into ________ sections of cities to buy a home and rear his family. 

       (convenient) 

14. The health of our children is being _______ by exhaust fumes. (danger) 
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15. The sun and all the nine planets and their moon around the sun are in the _______ system. (sun) 

16. Together, the doctor and patient can plan a program to help the patient gain a sense of _________ and satisfaction. 

       (accomplish) 

17. Painting offers the ________ a wide choice of materials, such as oil paints or water colour. (hobby) 

18. He is very good at _______ people singing with his guitar. (accompany) 

19. There has been an _________ in relations between the two countries. (improve) 

20. Woman ________ went out to work, usually out of economic necessity. (increase) 

X. ERROR RECOGNITION 

Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.  
1. I don't want (A) to go with (B) him. He drives (C) very dangerous (D).   

2. Vietnamese women were (A) official (B) allowed (C) to vote  (D) in 1945.  

3. Fred,  who usually(A) conducts the choir rehearsals,(B) did not show up last night because he had(C) an accident on his way 

to the practice(D). 

4. Now that(A) I no  longer(B) have to wear uniform,  I'll(C) be able to wear  which(D) I want. 

5. The town  we visited(A) was a four-days(B) journey from our hotel, so we  took(C) the train instead of(D) the bus. 

6. Neither Mary nor Peter like working in this office. They are looking for new jobs. 

7. The government(A) sent money and food to the people(B) that (C)houses were destroyed(D) by the storm last week 

8. Fax transmission(A) has become a cheap and convenience(B) way to transmit(C) texts over distances(D). 

9. Of the many(A) important products obtaining(B) from trees, one of the most important(C) is wool pulb, which(D) is used in 

paper- making. 

10. If (A)people’s interference in(B) the environment decreases(C), more species will survive(D) and produce offspring. 

XI. WRITING 

A. Rewrite the following sentences with the given cues. 
1. The/ resources/natural/ all/ consists/ of/  natural/ environment. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. The/of/ purpose/ the/ is/ within/ developing / knowledge/ intercultural/ and /Asian Games/ friendship Asia. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. It’s/  for/ developed/ the/ countries/important/ to/ reduce/consumption/ energy/as much as /possible. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Many/ animals / rare species/in danger of/ of/are / extinction. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. If / people/ more species/ will/ survive/ and/ produce/ stop/ destroying/ animal's natural habitat,/ offspring. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B. Write a complete sentence with the words given. 
1. Chemical/ cars/ factories/ are making/ air/ water/ soil/ dangerously/ dirty. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Natural resources/ must/ protected/ conserved/ because/ they/ important/ life.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. It/ Jane Byrne/ who/ was/ elected/ first/ woman mayor/ Chicago/ 1979. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Although/ there/ some/ disadvantages/ the/  potential / alternative/ is/ great.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Earth/ will be/ planet/ human beings/ animals/ plants / live/ peaceful coexistence . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C. Rewrite the following sentences without changing their meanings. 
1. Julia's father has just come back from a skiing holiday. He is over 80.(Using Relative Clause) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Parents are being asked to take part in the survey. Their children are between four and six .(Using Relative Clause) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Police has discovered a truck carrying lots of wild animals. Half of them are dead. (Using Relative Clause) 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. The Roman coins are now on display in the National Museum. A local farmer came across them in a field.  

(Using Relative Clause) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Little Women, a novel  which was published in 1868, is my sister’s favorite book. (Using a past participle phrase) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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6. Antarctica is covered by a huge ice cap which contains 70 percent of the earth’s fresh water. (Using a present participle 

phrase) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. George was the second person. He was killed in this way. ( Using a to infinitive- phrase) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. You can have fish for dinner. You can have chicken for dinner. (Using  Both ............. and)  

.........................................................................................................................  

9. Chris didn’t have time to take a holiday. Sheila didn’t have time to take a holiday.(Using neither .... nor) 

...................................................................................................................... 

10. She’s tired. She’s hungry. (Using not only…but also) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

11. I don’t mind using this computer. That one is also ok for me. (Using either .... or) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

12. One of the two girls there will be awarded the scholarship. (Using either ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

13. The manager has just announced his retirement. We have all depended on him so much. (Using Relative Pronoun  

with preposition) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

14. My mother bought me a hat in the corner shop some days ago. (Using “It is/was…... …”) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

15. The Queen Elizabeth is the largest ship to be built in that factory. (Using relative clause) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

XII. SAMPLE TESTS 

Trƣờng THPT Thái Phiên              ĐỀ KIỂM TRA HỌC KỲ II – Năm học 2015-2016                               

     ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC       MÔN: TIẾNG ANH -  KHỐI LỚP: 11 CT CHUẨN 
          -----------------                            Thời gian làm bài: 45 phút (Không kể thời gian giao đề)  

(Học sinh làm bài trên giấy thi) 

I. Choose the best answer to complete each sentence or do as directed. (4 ms) 
1. Choose the word that can substitute the underlined word. 

You can save money if you send a parcel which is under 15 kg. (package/ letter / box / present) 

2. We are going to ……more funds for the protection of wild animals. (raise/ set up/ build/ rise) 

3. Chemical ................from cars and factories are making the air, water and soil dangerously dirty. (polluted / pollute/ 

pollutants/ pollution) 

4. Deforestation has result…………………….floods. (from/ in// at/ on) 

5. A/an……………... is a person who is trained for travelling in a spacecraft. (engineer / astronaut/ scientist/ technician)  

6. The singer was ……………..on the piano by her sister. (assisted/ sounded/ served/ accompanied)  

 7. A: “The life here is different from what I expected.” 

B: “(Oh yes, I see / You’re welcome/ Really. I think so/ Don’t worry). You’ll get used to it now”.  

8. John couldn't go to the playground with us because he had a report (write / to write / writing / written) for the following 

day. 

9. The hotel has special facilities for welcoming (great/ intercultural/ disabled/ traditional) athletes.  

10. We didn’t eat here last week,………we? (didn’t / did / haven’t / do). 

11. My brother is changeable and never ………….anything for a long time. ( practices/ indulges/ exchange/ creates)  

 12. A: “Do you feel like going to the stadium this afternoon?” 

 B: …………….. “(I don’t agree. I’m afraid./ I feel very bored./ You’re welcome./ That would be great.)” 

13. The amount of money (which was taken/ was taken/ taking/ be taken) by the robbers was found by the police. 

 14. Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the others. (responsible / environment / industrial / agricultural)  

15. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others. (swallow/ switch/ sweet/ sword) 

 16. The building (from that/ from which/ from/ which) Mr Marcus emerged was smaller than a ruin.  

II. Complete each sentence with the correct form of the word in parentheses. (1.5ms) 
1. Before Gagarin’s _________ flight, there were still enormous uncertainties. (history) 

2. Which factor _____________ you most when you made this decision? (effect)  

3. Remember to turn off all the lights before you leave to save_________. ( electric) 

4. You don’t seem very ________________ about the event tonight. (enthusiasm)  

5. The missing man’s family is_________ seeking anyone having information about him.(desperate) 

6. Farmers add _________ to their land to make it productive.( fertilize) 

III. Read the passage and then fill in each blank with ONE suitable word. (1m) 
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 Swimming is not only a competitive sport but (1) __________a popular activity that people of all ages enjoy for (2) 

_________ fit and having fun. Swimming is an excellent form of exercise. It (3) _________ blood circulation and builds strong 

muscles. People can swim in any body of water that is large enough for them to move freely. Many people swim in indoor or 

(4) __________ pools. You can find swimming pools in many schools, recreation centers and health clubs. Many communities 

maintain pools for local residents. People also swim in ponds, rivers, lakes, or even oceans.   

IV. Read the passage and choose the best answer (A, B, C or D) to each question. (1ms) 
One of the most important discoveries of the nineteenth century was a method of using natural gas for cooking and 

heating. Large amounts of natural gas are found in the United States, usually several thousand feet below the surface of the 

earth. Natural gas is almost often found in places where petroleum, the oil from which gasoline is made, is found. Often the 

natural gas must be removed before the oil itself can be reached. 

For many years after natural gas was first discovered, it was thought to have no value. However, people began to 

understand its uses and found the ways to store and move it from place to place.  

Today natural gas is stored in large tanks and used for lighting, cooking and heating. In many ways, natural gas is one 

of our finest fuels. It can be used for cooking without making the room hot. It is cheap and can be moved easily from one place 

to another through long pipelines, some of which are hundreds of miles in length. 

Questions:  
1. This passage is about……….. 

A. discovering natural gas    C. finding petroleum 

B. using petroleum     D. natural gas and its uses 

2. Which of the following is NOT true? 

A. natural gas is not used for heating  C. natural gas is cheap. 

B. natural gas moves through pipes  D. natural gas can be stored 

3. The easiest way to move natural gas from one place to another is……. 

A. by truck     C. by underground passages 

B. through long pipelines   D. by car 

4. How many uses of natural gas are mentioned in the passage?  

A. two      C. three 

B. four     D. five 

V. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means exactly the same as the sentence printed before it. 

(2.5ms) 

1. I will never forget the days. We worked and lived together in Ha Noi on those days.  

I will never  .............................................................................................................................................  

2. The teachers don’t believe there is any shortcut in learning English. The students don’t believe in such a thing, either. 

(Both……and) 

 .................................................................................................................................................................  

3. Carol told me about this, not your mom. ( Using Cleft sentence) 

 .................................................................................................................................................................  

4. He claimed to be the first person who had seen the film. ( using To infinitive phrase) 

 .................................................................................................................................................................  

5. I find the new manager is not easy to get along with. I find he is not delightful to talk to, too. (Neither …..nor) 

 .................................................................................................................................................................  

-------- The end ------- 
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SECTION A (6.0ms) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions or do as directed.   
1. She’s never _____________with what she’s got.  

A. satisfied  B. satisfying  C. unsatisfied   D. unsatisfying 

2. I lost a scarf _______________ I borrow from my sister. 

A. of which     B. which   C.  whom    D.  of  whom 
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3. The hotel staff  are friendly and _________________. 

A discourteous.  B. unhelpful   C. courteous              D. impolite 

4. His only chance of ________________was a heart transplant. 

A. living.                             B. existence  C. life    D. survival 

5. Not ________________ did she refuse to speak to him, but she also vowed never to see him again. 

A. always  B. even              C. at all     D. only 

6. Do you agree with a __________________against selling alcohol to people under the age of 18. 

A. ban  B. prohibition    C. stop    D. A and B  

7. What exactly is the influence of television _________________ children? 

A. in       B. on             C. at                  D. with 

8. – Oh, Miss?  “_______________  ” . 

A. That’s all right. B. Yes ?             C. Yes, I am            D. I’m sorry. 

9. - Peter : “John and Mary are getting married next week?  

    - Tom :   “_______________” 

A. Congratulation!                     B. Really? You’re kidding    C. Are they? I don’t believe it. D. B or C 

10. Lady Astor was the first woman ____________ her seat in Parliament. 

A. take                                     B. taking    C. to take  D. who takes 

11.___________ Julia _________ her sister are going to the part. 

A. Not only- but also           B. Neither - nor   C. Both - and   D. Either – or 

12. The photographs ______________in the newspapers were extraordinary.  

A. being published  B. to be published  C. published   D. publishing  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word.   

13. The number of rare animals is decreasing so rapidly that they are in danger of becoming extinct. 

A. no longer in existence B. produce offspring  C. suggest a way  D. listed in  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word. 

14. Solar energy is not only plentiful  and unlimited but also clean and safe. 

A. abundant  B. motive   C. dangerous   D. polluted 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction. 

15. Can   you    play   an   electrified guitar? 

        A      B         C                D 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction. 

16. Be sure to follow the instructions giving at the top of page.  

      A            B                                       C                        D 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

17. A.spacious  B. best     C. stop     D. text 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

18. A. alternative  B. silver                    C. fertilizer   D. geothermal 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that has a different stress pattern. 

19. A. advance  B. notify   C. express    D. appreciate 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that has a different stress pattern. 

20. A. extinct  B. Asian   C. athletics    D. accompany 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions 

from 21 to 24. 
We can develop alternative sources of energy. Instead of burning fossils ,we should be concentrating on more economic uses of 

electricity ,because electricity can be produced from any sources of energy. 
If we didn’t waste so much energy, our resources would last longer. We can save more energy by conservation than we can 

produce for the same money. Unless we do research on solar energy, wind power, plants….our fossil fuels will  run out and 

we’ll all freeze or starve to death. 
Many countries are spending much more time and money on reseach because the energy from the sun, the wave, and the winds 

last forever.        We really won’t survive unless we start working on cleaner and safer sources of energy. 
Câu 21 :  What can electricity be produced from? 
A. alternative sources of energy                               B. any sources of energy   
C. burning fossil fuels                                 D. renewable energy 
Câu 22:  What does the word “conversation” mean in the context of the passage? 
A. the act of preventing something from being wasted  B. the act of finding alternative sources energy 
C. the protection of the natural environment   D.the act of burning fossil fuels 
Câu 23 : The word ”run out” could be replaced by which of the following? 
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A.be rare   B. run away                   C. disappear      D. be used up          

Câu 24 :  What will happen if we don’t try to develop alternative sources of energy.  

A. We’ll never be successful people.                C. We’ll all freeze or starve to death. 
B. Our resources would last longer.                   D. We can save more energy. 
SECTION B (4.0ms) 

I. Complete each of the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets. (1.0m)  

1. They argue _________________ about money. (continue)  

2. The club provides ____________of activities including swimming, tennis, and squash.(vary )  

3. It would take miracle to make this business ______________. ( profit)  

4.  The railway line was ______________in the 1950s.(electric) 

II. Read the passage and then fill in each blank with ONE suitable word. (1.0m) 
Drought is a condition (1)__________results when the average rainfall for a fertile area drops far below the normal amount for 

a long period of time. In areas that are not irrigated, the lack of rain (2)____________farm crops to wither and die. Higher than 

normal temperatures usually accompany periods of drought. They add to the crop damage. Forest fires start easily during 

droughts. The soil of a drought area becomes dry _(3)________ crumbles. The rich topsoil is often blown away by the hot, dry 

winds. Streams, ponds and wells often dry up during a drought, and animals suffer may (4)________ die because of the lack of 

water. 

III. Rewrite each of the sentences so that it is closest in meaning to the original one or do as directed. (2.0 ms)  
1. The pill made me sleepy. I took it.  

( Rewrite the sentence, using Relative clause) 

- The pill ………….……………...........….…………………...........……………………………………… 

2. The people are waiting for the bus. They are getting wet. 

( Combine these sentences, using Relative clause replaced by present participle phrase.) 

The people …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
3. Write a complete sentence with the words given. 
Here/ the address/ to/ you / should/ write.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
( Combine these sentences, using Relative clause. ) 
4. Write a complete sentence with the words given. 
 Neither/ TV / video sets/ work/ proper. 
………………..……………………………………...…………………….............………………………….. 
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SECTION A (6.0ms) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions or do as directed.   
1. At the Asian Games, friendship and …….. are built and deepened.  

A. competition  B. cooperation  C. solidarity   D. entertainment 

2. ………………taught me how to collect butterflies. 

     A. It was my father whom    B. It is my father who   

     C. It was my father who    D. My father who 

3. I left it ____ on the table ____ in the drawer. 

    A. neither – or B. either – nor C. either - either  D. either - or 

4. The Olympic Games is one of the biggest sporting ____ all over the world. 

    A. problems B. Athletes C. Cultures  D. events 

5. The hotel has special ……………for disabled athletes. 

    A. facility B. Facilitation C. Facilitate  D. facilities 

6. The house ............................... 40 years ago is still in good condition. 

    A. which built B. to build               C. Built     D. building 

7. I am quite keen on my father’s valuable stamp.................................  

    A. collect      B. Collecting    C. Collection    D. collector  

8. Linda was the last student ............................. at the oral exam. 

    A. be asked                        B. Asking                             C. Asks                        D. to ask 
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9. “Is this the address to ..................................... want the package sent?” 

    A. where      B. Whom               C. Which    D. that 

10. .................................................. the police had rescued from the fires.  

    A. The baby                  B. The baby that      C. It was the baby whom D.The baby whom 

11. A : "What sports do you like?" 

      B : “.......................................”  

    A. Yes, it is my favorite sport           B. Well, I love volleyball and soccer 

    C. No, I don't.   D. I think it's boring 

12. A : “..........................................send this document to my office by fax? ”   

      B : “Certainly .” 

    A. Would you like        B. Would you mind                C. Could you              D.Why not 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word.   

13. Although they own a big company, they live in a fairly modest house. 

A. . expensive   B. small           C. very cheap   D. very big  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word. 

14. She is a very accomplished pianist.  

A. skilled   B. Beautiful   C. Interesting   D. admired 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction. 

15. Have you met my father, that you called yesterday? 

        A              B                     C              D 

16. Both Lan and Minh is good students  

       A              B            C              D 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

17. A. Trained   B.watched   C. worked   D. stopped 

18. A. Swing   B. sweat   C. answer   D. swan 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that has a different stress pattern. 

19. A. Collect   B. hobby   C. enjoy   D. improve 

20. A. apologize  B. difficulty   C. enjoyment   D. remember 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions 

from 21 to 24. 
Do you think computer games are just for kids? Then you should think again. You might be surprised to learn that the game 

industry now makes more money than Hollywood. As soon as a family buy a new computer, all they really want to do is to play 

games. 
It is hardly surprising that video gaming has become one of the most popular forms of enter tainment today. A good game is like 

a good film; it will hold your attention, capture your imagination and play with your emotions.The big difference, however is that 

watching a movie is a passive pastime. You have no say in how the plot develops or which characters dominate the story. With 

computer games, you direct your action and that is what makes them so exciting. Finding the right game is likely to signal the 

beginning of a lasting love affair. 
It is wrong to think of gaming as something simply for children and teenagers. In fact, the biggest growth area of this market is 

the 25-35 age group. 
21. A good game is like a good film because …………………………….. 

A. it holds our attention B. it plays with our emotions. 

C. it captures our imagination D. All are correct 

22. What’s the big difference between watching a movie and playing computer games? 

A. We have no say in how the plot develops in the movie but we direct the action with computer games. 

B. Games hold our attention but movies don’t. 

C. when watching a movie is we say nothing but we say a lot when playing computer games. 

D. With computer games, we direct the action meanwhile we always keep silent when watching a movie. 

23. The sentences are true EXCEPT 

A. Computer games are just for kids. 

B. As soon  as a family buys a new PC, all they want to do is to play games. 

C. Playing video games is one of the most popular forms of enter tainment today  

D. The biggest growth area of the computer game market is the 25-35 age group. 

24. Which of the sentences is NOT true? 

A. The game industry now makes more money then Hollywood. 

B. Finding the right game is likely to signal the beginning of a lasting love affair.  
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C. It is surprising that video gaming has become one of the most popular forms of entertainment today. 

D. Watching a movie is more passive than playing a computer game. 

SECTION B (4.0ms) 

I. Complete each of the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets. (1.0m)  
1. One important thing is that we have to choose an…..........song for welcoming the Asian Games. 

(officially) 

2. Actually, I just collect stamps from ...........envelopes. (discard )  

3. Water power provides energy without....................................(pollute)  

4. Our sports performances have been appreciated .................................over recent years.( consider)  

   II. Read the passage and then fill in each blank with ONE suitable word. (1.0m) 
     We need energy to live and work. Our major source of energy is oil. Oil is one kind of fossil fuel. The amount of 

fossil fuel in the world is limited. (1)....................., we must save it, and the same time, we must find new sources of energy. 

Geothermal (2)..................and nuclear power are alternative sources of energy. They can give us electricity. Other alternative 

sources are the sun, waves and water. These sources are not (3)....................... unlimited and available but also clean and safe 

for the environment. People  (4)................. develop and use them more and more in the future. 

III. Rewrite each of the sentences so that it is closest in meaning to the original one or do as directed. (2.0 ms)  
1. I don’t like cigarettes. I don’t like beer, either.  

I like neither……..............................................................................................................…. 

2. I bought the new dictionary from this bookshop.  

It was ......…….............................................................................................................……. 

Write a complete sentence with the words given 

3. What/ name/ the/ man/ you/ meet/ yesterday?.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………..  
4. Both/ I /  my father/love/ watch/ football/ T.V. 

………………………………………………………………………………................… 
 

 

 


